
He needs to keep up-to-date with any changing rules as 
they happen – and that’s where Croner-i comes in. 

With our service, Colin has access to daily news, a 
complete chemical database, and full legislation around 
substances, along with expert insight on how to follow it all. 
Rules concerning ADR, CLP, and COSHH are covered, from 
general trade down to packaging and consigning. We even 
have a topic dedicated to questions around Brexit.

Colin said:

“A lot of the legal compliance knowledge I’ve gained over 
the years has come from Croner-i – it’s my main source of 

legal compliance and legal updates.”

Advanced Engineering Ltd is a chemical manufacturer and blender that formulates, manufactures, 
and consigns over 110 different chemical products.
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“We’ve got the same legal framework to work within as 
companies who employ 100,000 people – but there’s only 
me. It’s really only the information we get from Croner-i that 
keeps us in touch with what’s changing.”

“Croner-i takes the time and effort to learn what’s going on, 
and gives us bitesize updates presented in an easy way.”

Colin also receives our weekly e-alerts, which keep him in 
the loop about any upcoming changes. 

He said: “For the little changes in legislation, it’s the critical 
email on Monday that tips me off… I don’t have time to 
proactively find information, but getting it presented through 
the emails is really useful.”

Best of all, Croner-i gives him everything he needs in one 
place. 
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 www.croneri.co.uk 0800 231 5199
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Croner-i is the only broad brush update that covers a 
whole load of stuff, from HR through to CLP.

Testimonal

As the company’s technical director, Colin Pratt has a lot of responsibility. Mistakes with chemicals can have serious 
consequences, and with 60% of their trade going into Europe, Colin and his colleagues have concerns about how Brexit 

may impact regulations.


